CLA7BT Bluetooth Amplified Neckloop Accessory

Clear Features:
- Mobile, Home & Office Applications
- 30 dB Adjustable Amplification
- Compatible with standard Bluetooth Version 1.2/2.1 Devices
- Maximum Range: 30 feet
- User-Friendly Controls & Easy Pairing

Key Features:
- Easy one-touch answering
- Compatible with voice dialing (if supported by your cell phone provider)
- Battery performance: up to 4 hours talk time and up to 5 days standby
- Reduces or eliminates interference between cellular phones and hearing aid(s) or cochlear processor(s)
- Requires T-coil(s)

Additional Features
- Excellent reception and transmission of audio signals
- No interference from background noise
- T-coil compatible
- Binaural design
- Push-button slider to cinch neckloop for closer microphone placement
- Trouble-free operation
- Offers a 30 dB max gain
- Rotary volume control for easy adjustment and multiple levels of amplification
- Built-in microphone
- Quick release feature
- Battery powered with a lithium ion rechargeable battery
- Charging options: AC adapter, USB cable and car charger (included)
- Size: 1.25”x2.5”x.75”
- Color: Black
- 1-year warranty
- Item#: CS-CLA7BT

Compatibility:
- Any standard Bluetooth enabled mobile phone
- Any standard Bluetooth enabled computer
- Any standard Bluetooth enabled cordless phone
- Any radio device that has a standard Bluetooth transmitter
- Certain iPods or MP3 players (using a standard Bluetooth transmitter)
- Other audio devices with the pairing device using v1.2 or v2.1

Charging Accessories
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